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Key messages  
 
 

Opening Session 
 
Dominique Ristori, Director-General of the Joint Research Centre, thanked the co-organisers and 
supporters – including DGs ENER, CLIMA and the German Federal Ministry of Economics and 
Technology – and announced that JRC launched recently scientific support to energy security with 
the LT Presidency. He underlined the need to analyse the different national support schemes for 
renewables for best practice and to go towards a more harmonized European approach. The 
European grid is not prepared to incorporate massive quantities of renewables, and there is a 
challenge of developing super-and smart-grids. Mr Ristori recalled the targets of renewables (RES) 
and the low carbon economy underpinning competitiveness and sustainability. He noted the 
importance of science support and of a collective approach between scientists, politicians, business, 
transmission and distribution system operators, and regulators. JRC is assessing the national 
renewables action plans for ENER, and has inaugurated the new European Solar Test Installation 
(ESTI). 

Aleksandras Spruogis, Lithuanian Vice-Minister of Energy, underlined that it is a great challenge to 
attain all three energy goals in parallel (security of supply, sustainability, affordability). There is a 
need for investment to upgrade and expand infrastructure. He noted the threat of uncoordinated 
national solutions. We need to learn from past experiences and avoid unintended consequences 
such as price increases. Political decisions need to be underpinned by scientific advice. 

Philip Lowe, Director-General of DG Energy, underlined the importance of dealing with security of 
supply – at European and National level. We need at least 55% if not 70% of RES to reach the carbon 
goals in 2050. To integrate a high share of RES, there is a need for planned balancing (demand and 
supply). It is important to look at demand response side if we are to move to a truly European 
market. Markets work when not overregulated but there is a need to deal with technical problems 
like loop flows. We need coherent support schemes and we need to further analyse terms like 
generation adequacy. We now have to address security of supply as a major issue and to develop 
appropriate mechanisms. How can we maintain or build new supply or is capacity markets the 
answer? We need cost effective answers and we need to develop the framework for tailor-measured 
solutions for regional needs. E.g. there is an overcapacity in Spain but only 3% are transferred to 
France (regional cooperation). Mr Lowe encouraged the JRC to deepen the analysis of „capacity 
markets” in Member States. Analysis is lagging behind political decision. At the end of August or 
beginning of September the Commission will publish soft guidance on capacity markets and in 6 
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months the state aid guidance will be published. We have to decide on whether electricity prices 
should be driven by subsidy or by the market. 
 
Jos Delbeke, Director-General for DG Climate Action, noted that Europe has currently 13% of RES 

electricity with the goal of 20% in 2020. We need RES to reach the EU climate targets. Low carbon 

energy cannot be reached without relying more on renewable energy. We need to encourage more 

modern grids and capacity mechanisms. We need a coherent approach but no new intervention. Part 

of the answer is the ETS system with better pricing conditions in the close future. ETS is a very 

important incentive for renewable energy, and the most harmonised instrument that we have. 

Current systems of subsidies for RES can be improved to be less disruptive for the internal market 

(He mentioned the close cooperation with DG COMP). A solution is important for the 2030 

framework. 

Detlef Dauke, Director-General for Energy Policy at the German Federal Ministry of Economics and 

Technology, thanked JRC for the initiative following the European Council in May where the energy 

challenge was a major point on the agenda. He underlined that it is not the intention of this initiative 

to bypass the electricity coordination group but to facilitate an open dialogue between all 

stakeholders and public administration in order to generate recommendations, e.g. for investments 

in power generation, to unlock necessary investments and to maintain security of supply. In Germany 

legislative action – if necessary – has to take place in 2014/2015 at the very latest. In this context 

Germany supports European and regional solutions.. There is a need for more convergence between 

Member States, harmonised support schemes, and more intensive use of regional initiatives. 

Dominique Ristori noted that there is a need to balance competitiveness and sustainability. We need 

more flexibility. We have to check market models in a joint approach. It’s time to reflect and to react. 

 

Session I – Integrating renewables in the market 

How should renewables best be integrated into grid and market to make renewable electricity 

production more responsive to system needs, more competitive and innovative? 

Moderator Heinz Ossenbrink, Joint Research Centre, noted that we should be able to deal with 

fluctuating supply under 3 aspects: i) technical requirements ii) market conditions iii) financing and 

market access.  

There was consensus in the session that RES support schemes helped to increase the share of RES 

fast but they over-subsidized (the initial idea of the support schemes was to cover all cost incurred by 

the investors). An increasing share of intermittent renewables creates more technical problems to 

stabilize the system. High subsidies resulted in higher prices for consumers while RES resulted in 

lower wholesale prices that were not passed on to consumers. There is a mismatch of RES and grid 

development (geographically and timely). RES are important to reduce CO2 emissions. 

Carla Seidel, Vice-President Energy, BASF New Business GmbH, underlined that EU energy policies 

need to consider industrial competitiveness, as a key factor. Renewables are inevitable for the 

targets, they should be integrated into the energy market in a cost effective way. We need to 

reshape market conditions in order to unlock investments (storage) to enhance solutions for 

intermittent supply and demand. Storage solutions can contribute to balancing with regard to short 
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term, medium and long term needs (locally – decentralised, centralised storage). Chemistry could act 

as an innovation driver. BASF is committed to develop reliable products for electricity and energy 

storage. Sustainable market conditions are needed for that. 

Håkan Feuk, Vice-President for Policy and Regulatory Affairs, E.ON, noted that key future drivers are 

security of supply and system integration as well as orientation to consumer demand. Impacts on 

grids and wholesale markets need to be analysed (regulated prices distort in principle the price 

response for demand change). Affordability is crucial and therefore we will have to make a difference 

between energy and power. Instead of maximising volumes (kWh), in future system values should be 

maximised (timely and regionally). We need to balance responsibility, and impact on cost structure 

reflected in grid fees. Local distribution grids need to be adapted if we have high PV capacity. There is 

a need to change the incentive schemes for renewables. We should support the technologies that 

are not mature. Grids: Huge investments are needed in smart solutions and existing power lines have 

to become more efficient. 

Michel Matheu, Head of EU Strategy in the Public Affairs Division, EDF, supported the position of Mr 
Feuk and addressed the timetable of market integration with the first phase until 2020 to promote 
RES, a second phase after 2020 with phasing out subsidies and a third phase to 2050 managing the 
learning curve and maturing technologies (see chart 3). 
 
Paulo Landi, President of the Sustainable Consumption Foundation, addressed carbon leakage and 
consumer aspects of RES integration and the cost-benefit relation. He stressed that in the current 
system, final consumers pay twice: i) for RES support schemes and ii) since energy prices do not 
decline corresponding to falling wholesale prices. Subsidies should only support new, innovative 
technologies. He stressed the need for more cooperation between Member States. He underlined 
that more should be done for consumer information and transparency. We need a higher awareness 
of energy efficiency. This would truly lower the energy bill of households and help to reach climate 
targets. 
 
Franz-Gerd Hörnschemeyer, Vice President, Economic and Industrial Policy, Department for Mining- 

and Energy Policy, IG BCE, underlined the need to maintain security of supply by investments in grid 

distribution and storage capacity with priority on power adequacy. He marked the conflict between 

RES and ETS stressing the fact that price signals are not always comprehensive. He underlined that 

European energy prices are influenced (The shale gas revolution in the US made coal imports to 

Europe cheap). 

Philip Lowe, Director-General of DG Energy, insisted that support schemes for renewables were 
necessary but the support should be phased out as technologies mature. Fossil fuel subsidies should 
phase out except for intermittency and variability needs. Industry should be incentivised to 
contribute to solutions instead of socialising the problem. With regards to infrastructure 
development, Member State regulators should contribute to the solutions needed and agree on 
cross border issues. In the European perspective, one needs to consider cost and benefits at both 
sides of the border. 
 
Mark Vogel, Senior Manager Market Products and Analysis, Swissgrid, stressed that support schemes 
should be capped at some point (kWh). Current electricity prices are predominantly tax and subsidy 
driven and not market based. Power producers should contribute to maintain the security of supply 
especially with regard to flexibility (storage). 
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David Wilkinson, Director at the Joint Research Centre, raised the question of future cost of 
electrochemical storage techniques and their operational availability. Carla Seidel, BASF, responded 
that the next step would need to be demonstration projects (!) with all partners along the value 
chain to see what business models could look like. 
 
Jan-Dirk Meuzelaar, Chairman IT Market Liberalisation, Cefic, demanded cost transparency and 
named five elements to be taken into account for RES costs: the commodity costs, transport 
(distribution/transmission), balancing (redispatch, among others), subsidies and the potential costs 
costs for capacity mechanisms. 
 
Antonio Soria Ramirez, Joint Research Centre, mentioned that the share of electricity generation 
tends to be less than one third of the price the consumer pays in his energy bills. A household with 
solar panels could decide to install battery storage or to support the grid. 
 
Feuk: We have to deal with market failures. We need to get rid of regulated prices. Investments 
should not be hindered by regulation. Mature technologies should be market based. More cross 
border infrastructure is needed (TSO/DSO). Voluntary demand response could be an example for 
new ancillary services. 
 
Hans-Peter Stöckl, Head of Energy Sourcing, HOLCIM, stressed that we need a system of incentives 
which is no threat to investment. 
 
Michel Matheu, Head of EU Strategy in the Public Affairs Division, EDF, noted that we should look for 
examples of best practice in Europe and in general  implement a least cost approach. 
 
Oliver Koch, DG ENER referred to the current status of the work done at European level. He 
welcomed practical input on how to organise a change of market design and how to get more cross 
border infrastructure. 
 
 
SESSION II – Addressing flexibility and adequacy needs with market based instruments 

How and at what costs can the increased need for flexibility of generation and energy demand, 

generation adequacy, and storage be provided? 

Moderator Hans Schweickardt, Chairman of the Board of Directors, ALPIQ Holding noted that: 

 Currently we are witnessing a helix of subsidies (in the past and at present this was and is 
renewables, now capacities are discussed, which might be followed by grids and meters). We 
are not only in re-regulation but in over-regulation. 

 In the past the customer was in the focus and the goal was to drive prices down. Now the 
customer pays several times the price for commodity, subsidies for renewables and soon for 
storage, and carbon emissions. Eventually the consumer will also have to pay for the 
negative costs resulting from the manufacturing cycle and disposal of PV for example. 

 Capacity markets are not the solution – the roots of the problems have to be tackled too. 
Together with security of supply competitiveness has to be taken into consideration. All 
power producers should be responsible according to European standards.  
 

There was a consensus in the session that there is a need for more market. Equal conditions and 
rules should apply to all participants. We need to act on the European/International level, cross-
border/regional. 
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Tahir Kapetanovic, Head of National Control Center, Austrian Power Grid (APG), underlined that we 

need a non-discriminatory regime – rights have to equal obligations. Long term target is real time 

dispatch/ grid operation. Beyond common grid model and operational planning (TSC) a decision is to 

be taken on centralised security systems as a European framework for stability and security. Key 

provisions on security of operation are to ensure regionally centralised system stability and minimum 

inertia required. Utilising all means, within own responsibility and through cooperation with other 

stakeholders in other Member States to prevent disturbances. Key mile stone: non-discriminatory 

treatment to all grid users physically connected to the grid in terms of: 

• Ancillary services 
• Congestion management 
• Balancing 

 
Coordinated action is needed in order not to jeopardise security of supply (see chart 8) 
 
 
Eva Hennig, Vice President for Policy Issues, Thüga AG, proposed key parameters for the 
development of an integrated market model: 

 Secure supply based on market prices, not subsidies  

 Free of discrimination against any market participant and technology neutral 

 Full acceptance of national RES energy targets (German in the specific case) 

 Shared responsibility for security of supply between all producers 

 Compatible with the European energy markets  
 

She noted that there is no sense in putting large amounts of renewables in a grid that cannot take 

them anymore, and that suppliers could act as brokers for consumers who are not actively acquiring 

security of supply certificates. Consumers can also decide to invest on demand side management. 

Model: 

 Market – split into commodity and capacity markets, with 

 guaranteed production (conventional power plants, dispatchable RES power generation - e.g. 
Biomass, Storage) and unsecured production (PV and wind) 

 Conventional power plants have not only the commodity market but also the capacity 
market (not through subsidies but through an indefinite number of individual customer 
decisions on security of supply levels, through the purchase of  certificates) 

 Member State framework for auctions/tenders allows to steer RES deployment effectively, 
and to influence RES locations, and to secure integrity of the model in cooperation with 
other Member States. 

 All actors share responsibility to maintain the security of supply at affordable prices.  
 

Antonio Soria Ramirez, Joint Research Centre, noted that the cost for transport and distribution 
need to be distributed socially fair among all customers. There should be a good balance between 
the intermittent and the non-intermittent sides of the market. Storage mechanism will be important 
on all levels but will have to be implemented only connected with grid solutions. Current market 
conditions amplify volatility and this hinders the penetration of renewables. There is need for unified 
coherent and stable set of market organisation rules. 
 

Ettore Elia, Head of National Transmission Grid Planning, TERNA noted that RES have to improve 
their production forecast and to be available to system regulation services. He stressed that existing 
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infrastructures should be better exploited. Smart transmission concepts could be a solution that is 
currently being developed. 

 

Władysław Mielczarski, Professor in Electric Power Engineering, Technical University of Lodz, 
pointed out 3 main challenges: i) accommodating the renewables (both installed capacity and 
electricity produced) into the network; ii) the reduction of investment risk; iii) long distance 
transportation. 

System optimisation does not only and not always mean maximisation of production and transport 
(kWh). Capacity markets should not be designed on a wholesale level but should be distributed. 
Distributed generation can provide not only energy but also ancillary services such as reactive power 
compensation; optimising networks, energy sources and loads can help to control power flows. 
Power producers and consumers should be able to trade energy. Consumers should be able to see 
the costs and decide between paying for generation capacity, reducing their load or installing their 
own generation capacity, in a frame of non-discriminatory market rules. Four elements of the 
distribution system need to be considered for the optimisation of costs:  

 Balancing of energy, 

 Reactive power (a regional or Member State concept would be needed),  

 Reduction of demand/supply asymmetry, 

 Harmonisation of the system (regional/Member State). 
 

Peter Botschek, Director Energy, Health, Safety & Environment, Cefic, asked Mrs Hennig why 

customers should pay for the security of supply (shouldn’t intermittent users pay for insecurity of 

supply)? How do we know how much guaranteed capacity is needed for a Member State/region? 

Demand side management is a factor to calculate capacity need. Giving investment incentives to a 

power plant running 3000 hours a year is important when such a plant guarantees security of supply. 

Efstathios Peteves, Joint Research Centre, noted that there is not enough analytical research on the 

demand response side. So far the best work in this field was done by the UK Department of Energy 

and Climate Change finding inconclusive evidence regarding real time prices and other issues 

affecting customers. What is secure and insecure supply and what is the cost behind it?  

Morten Sommer, Danish TSO Energinet, asked how the national consumer can benefit from the 

capacity market in one country if this production out of this capacity goes to neighbouring countries. 

Could we in future buy guaranteed capacity from other countries (exchange)? Such a scheme would 

have to take into account consumers’ interests in all participating countries. 

Heidi Ranscombe, Consumer Futures, underlined that policies and technologies have to be adapted 

to consumer needs. Different consumer groups are affected differently (e.g. electric heating). More 

data on consumer behaviour is needed to shape policy.  Antonio Soria Ramirez, Joint Research 

Centre, mentioned in this respect the work in progress of the JRC modelling exercise on energy 

efficiency.  

Hans Schweickardt, Chairman of the Board of Directors, ALPIQ Holding, affirmed that financial 

support or priority dispatch for RES, including re-dispatch caused by RES undermines investments 

needed to ensure generation adequacy by conventional generation units. We need products for 

flexibility or technologies (e.g. storage) but need to see this in the overall context. RES should be 

made more accountable for capacity firming (responsibility). Cross-border electricity exchange 
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between Member States should be incorporated into future market design as we need a 

European/international approach.   

 

Session III – Role of regional initiatives 
 
What potential do regional initiatives have for the expansion and progressive integration of regional 

cross-border energy markets with regard to modernisation and implementation of the grids and other 

energy infrastructure, market coupling, integration of renewable energies, and generation adequacy? 

 
Moderator André Merlin, outgoing President of CIGRE, President of MEDGRID, stressed the need for 
better coordination on RES integration, on operation planning and operation control, as well as a 
better integration into the market of transmission and distribution systems. He considered that there 
is surely a need for capacity mechanisms, but they need to be coordinated between Member States. 
Finally, he stressed that the way RES-E are currently subsided should be changed, because the feed-
in tariffs result in very high subsidies and thus in substantial inefficiencies. 
 
Marco Foresti, Market Advisor, ENTSO-E, presented the major responsibilities assigned by the Third 
Energy package, including the development of European network codes but also the creation of 
interconnection. Regional projects aim to create pan-European markets and to cooperate to operate 
efficiently the power system. There are also some pilot projects on balancing which aim to support 
the development of a target model. With regards to system development, ENTSO-E Members 
perform system outlook and adequacy forecasts; a combination of bottom-up & top-down approach 
is essential (DSO/TSO) (see chart 9). In relation to system operation, there are several regional 
security coordination centres, including Coreso and TSC (Transmission System Operations Security 
Cooperation) and SSC (Security Service Centre). Mr Foresti stressed that in parallel to regional 
initiatives, a top-down mandatory approach is also needed, which currently goes through the 
development of European network codes by ENTSO-E. He stressed that there is currently no target 
model for capacity mechanisms and presents ENTSO-E principles (see chart 13&14). In case it is 
decided to introduce capacity mechanisms, ENTSO-E would recommend a coordinated European 
approach. In this case, he underlined that one should also bear in mind the physical needs of the 
system and not only revenues from generation adequacy. Moreover, ENTSO-E is concerned that the 
debate is sometimes too focused on capacity as such but not enough on the system needs (e.g. 
frequency and voltage control, inertia). It is important to incentivise flexibility and to develop and 
reinforce the grid infrastructure (AC/DC). He stressed that with increasing RES share the complexity 
of the system will increase in the future. Therefore, one common and consistent market design that 
addresses RES integration and security of supply will probably be needed.  
 
Matthias Dürr, Head of RWE Brussels Office, underlined that there are a lot of technical but 
manageable challenges ahead for cross-border cooperation. Cooperation started in 2005 in the 
context of the Pentalateral Forum between Benelux, Germany, France, Austria and Switzerland. In 
Germany, there are two new elements at present: the challenge of grid stability and the challenge of 
rising prices. Regional approaches could help. Mr Dürr presented the possible negative side effects of 
an uncoordinated implementation of a capacity market for neighbouring states through some 
concrete examples. He underlined that a European capacity market is more cost efficient, effective 
and would enhance competition. There is therefore a good case for going regional and trying to 
optimise the use of the system through regional initiatives for the benefits of consumers.  
 
Jürgen Tzschoppe, Senior Vice President Continental Energy, Statkraft, stressed that regional 
initiatives will mainly have to serve two purposes: 
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 The region will have to originate the most appropriate type of solution (Proposal to look at 
Switzerland and Norway). Important is that top-down approaches don’t prevent best 
solutions on regional levels but rather support them 

 Regional solutions will provide faster solutions (e.g. France and UK).  

Mr Tzschoppe considered that it would be to use regional solutions and move ahead quickly and to 
coordinate them at a later stage, if appropriate. Regulation should be light. 
 
Tobias Paulun, Managing Director Exchange at EEX, and Member of the Management Board, EPEX 
SPOT, pointed out that, while the power market today is pan-European or global already, there is a 
wide consensus that regional cooperation is needed. The level of detail in which regional initiatives 
should operate depends on the topic at stake. Security of supply should be defined at least at 
regional level and not by one country only. Grid expansion should be planned according to 
standardised scenario building. He considers it not realistic to have a pan-European RES support 
scheme yet. So, regional initiatives are needed now to see how such scheme can be setup at 
European level at a later stage. He noted the difference between market coupling and the market as 
a whole. Market coupling is only focused on short term trading which provides reference prices and 
is therefore very important. But it is only one aspect of the debate. RES have to be shifted from spot 
to future market. To conclude, he stressed that (exchange) markets are functioning properly and 
evolving by themselves towards more coordination. So, there is no need to regulate them more. 
Concerning capacity markets, EEX is not convinced that capacity markets are needed on a European 
scale. Instead, EEX would support a regional approach. If it is done anyway, he stressed that no 
distinction should be made between RES and conventional energy and that the capacity market 
should be designed in a way that all technologies can participate.  
 
Marc Vogel, Senior Manager Market Products and Analysis, Swissgrid, also underlined the 
importance of international coordination at the regional level. Experience has shown that regional 
initiatives were already needed for bottleneck management. There are many regional initiatives in 
Europe working primarily technically towards the same direction. The EU target model helps to 
optimise capacity towards flow based rolling risk forecast (presently 48 hours). He emphasised that 
this happens so far primarily only bilaterally between Member States.  
 
Mr Vogel stressed that the focus for capacity markets should not automatically be Europe-wide and 
that there should be some flexibility built in the system. At the moment are two main perspectives 
which diverge: the traders' perspective (copper plate) and the TSOs’ perspective (grid). 
 
He noted that we need to pull together renewable energy, conventional power and storage to find a 
market solution – not a subsidised one – and highlighted four main elements for the market in the 
future: 

 Close cooperation between TSOs and DSOs cross-border (bottom up) 

 Cross border balance between production and consumption (phase shifter, data exchange)  

 Least cost approach and RES efficiency 

 Long term storage concept in order to keep low stranded investments 
 
 

Hélène Chauveau, Deputy Energy Advisor, Permanent Representation of France to the EU, defended 
the French capacity market as a necessity to close future gaps between supply and demand. More 
cross border interconnections are needed. The future French model organising the electricity market 
is technology neutral and deals with demand response. Tobias Paulun replied that the French model 
is a good interim solution that is close to the market but that in the long term perspective capacity 
markets might not be needed. 
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Heinz Ossenbrink, Joint Research Centre, asked for business models for electricity transportation. 
The cost for transport might be much higher than the cost of local RES electricity production. André 
Merlin, President of MEDGRID, replied that the profitability of interconnections is also given by the 
fact that the peak demand of Energy in the North is high in winter and in the South high in summer. 
The Southern Europe could not cope alone with the demand in summer. 
 
Michel Matheu, Head of EU Strategy in the Public Affairs Division, EDF, asked how national capacity 
markets can contribute to the security of supply in neighbouring countries taking into account the 
high price spreads at many hours of the year between Member States and considering that it needs 
to provide firm capacity. Jürgen Tzschoppe, Senior Vice President Continental Energy, Statkraft, 
replied that grids are setting limits to additional capacity. 
 
Morten Sommer, Danish TSO Energinet, asked if capacity mechanisms will lead to the same security 
of supply in all Member States. Jürgen Tzschoppe noted that levels of security of supply will continue 
to vary. Capacity mechanisms help to secure security of supply as are an element of control on a 
regional perspective. This is not the same security of supply one could achieve in an energy-only-
market that is balanced on supply and demand. 
 
Caspar Jürgens, Netzwerk Institut, emphasised that there is a different TSO and DSO outlook. If we 
think increasingly cross-border in the future, would that imply that legislation or at least common 
standards should set a frame? Also should Member States communicate more cross-border about 
their national targets (energy mix, grid)? 
 
 
Kristian Weiland, Head of Asset Management, Deutsche Bahn, mentioned the opportunity of 
technical system support through provision of reactive power from more than 40 inverters and drew 
attention to potential benefits of system integration.  
  
Tobias Paulun, Managing Director Exchange at EEX, and Member of the Management Board, EPEX 
SPOT, noted that a union-wide “copper plate” is not a realistic option for European energy policy 
strategies. It would be very expensive to realise and the benefits would be marginal. A single 
European power price is not needed to assure competition. Already today the energy market is far 
more integrated than one might think. Energy policy in one country has an impact on price in the 
neighbouring countries. 
 
Elisa Boelman, Joint Research Centre, asked Mr Foresti to name enablers and challenges in order to 
shift focus from generation revenues to the real physical needs of the system. Marco Foresti, Market 
Advisor, ENTSO-E, mentioned that with the integration of RES the control of frequency and voltage 
become bigger challenges (grid services needed by RES). From a TSO view the discussion is often too 
much focused on capacity and not on its quality. 
 
As a conclusion to the session, Moderator André Merlin highlighted the following main points 
resulting from the discussions: 

 There is a common agreement that good coordination between Member States is necessary 
to elaborate solutions to capacity tasks. 

 Regional initiatives are certainly a fast track option to best practise to improve the market.  
 
 
 
Conclusions 
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Michael Hager, Head of Cabinet of Commissioner Günther Oettinger, thanked Dominique Ristori and 
Detlef Dauke for this initiative, which comes in a crucial moment. There is potential conflict of two 
mind sets (introverted Member State view versus EU/cross-border perspective). The internal market 
should not be counterbalanced by national regulations. We need to look at what is the least cost 
approach, the simplest and market oriented way to integrate RES in the system. There should be a 
perspective on how to end the support schemes of RES once the maturity of the technology is 
reached. The goal is to have a well working internal market for energy. What we don't want is 28 
national capacity mechanisms that are designed separately. We see the need for a further push in 
direction of the internal market – therefore the Commission will publish a guidance document on 
capacity mechanisms and RES support schemes. He underlined that input is very much welcome. 
A proper assessment of support schemes is needed. Capacity mechanisms – if needed – have to be 
open to cross-border cooperation. State interventions need to be based on market oriented 
instruments and costs and competitiveness need to be kept in mind. There needs to be an evaluation 
of support schemes and a plan of how to phase out subsidies. The goal is a fully functional internal 
energy market. Mr Hager thanked the participants for their contributions which will be taken into 
account in the development of the guidance. There is no silver bullet: the future design will be 
developed in the next months and years. 
 
Detlef Dauke, Director-General for Energy Policy at the German Federal Ministry of Economics and 
Technology, thanked the JRC as host and all participants and underlined the importance of the 
energy challenge. He noted that he expects the first Round Table to kick-off a longer dialogue and 
invitedthe Commission to take the outcome into consideration while preparing her guidelines on 
generation adequacy and development of RES. It is key to work towards a fully functional internal 
market for energy. In such a single market we also need flexibility for Member States in different 
regions as there will be no single unionwide solution to the general challenges. Adequate solutions 
have tobe tailor-made to the various needs in the respective regional contexts. When thinking about 
the most practical efficient solutions towards the further elaboration of regional cooperation we 
have to take all elements into consideration: security of supply, competitiveness, sustainability, 
safety, efficiency. Today's Round Table showed that scientific support and the participation of market 
participants are important to accompany this process over the following years. In this respect he 
would like to continue the work. 
 
Dominique Ristori, Director-General of the Joint Research Centre, summarized that the first Round 
Table is a good model to proceed. He emphasised two main points:  
 

1) The crucial role of science regarding capacity markets and the integration of renewables. 
The discussion demonstrated the need of more scientific analysis of all aspects dedicated to 
competitiveness and public support to renewable energy as well as the access to the grid. 
Science has an important role to play regarding technologies, which are not yet mature. The 
JRC recently upgraded its European Solar Test Installation (ESTI) that provides a unique 
reference facility for testing emerging PV technologies and developing international 
standards. 
Regarding national RES support schemes, there is the need to accelerate scientific analysis 
supporting the transition to a better market integration of RES. This is in the interest of all 
consumers (industry and households). The potential of a really integrated energy internal 
market is yet to be exploited properly. It is time to go towards more European convergence. 
In parallel we should assess the European framework for state aid – and in particular for the 
environment. It is fundamental that our objectives remain coherent with other EU 
objectives. 
Scientific support is also crucial regarding the access to the grid (super grid and smart grid). 
More investment, efficient management, transparency and a more active cooperation is 
needed. Cross-border trade and exchange of electricity needs more cooperation between all 
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European actors involved including Switzerland and Norway. This is important not only for a 
more active internal market but also for security of supply. 
 

2) The need for new governance: 
We need a more science based, integrated, transparent, cross-sectorial approach involving 
all key actors. Today's meeting represents a good model to facilitate the adequate political 
decision. Evidence based policy is not to replace policy makers; it is to provide all scientific 
facts in advance before the political decision is taken. 

 
That is why the JRC will organise a second Round Table on 27 September 2013. The next 
challenge will be to better analyse the access to the grid: it is a key area, which requires more 
investments, a new management, and a closer cooperation between TSO and DSO operators and 
regulators. There is a lack of transparency particularly on reserve capacity. Cooperation among 
all key actors is necessary; there will be no tangible results without a holistic approach, bringing 
all the grid-related actors at the same table. 
 




